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OUR ETHOS
The Spartan Precision Equipment Ethos: design it right, use the 
best materials and listen to others.



OUR ETHOS

Rob Gearing

Mr G has an extensive aviation background, however, 
his passion lies in the outdoors, be it hunting, fly f ish-
ing or climbing. He has travelled to some of the world’s 
most remote places with a rifle, rod or rope in hand, 
sometimes all three at the same time.

As a hunter, Mr G became frustrated by the lack of inno-
vation in terms of versatility and functionality of his 
equipment, and so he decided to do something about it. 
Returning to his climbing and aviation roots enabled him 
to decide on his priorities for his gear, these being;

WEIGHT STRENGTH

FUNCTIONAILITY ADAPTABILITY

Why carry anything heavier than it 
needs to be? Materials have improved 
but the industry has not taken advan-
tage of this. For climbers and indeed 
aviators, this has always been a key 
driver.

Never cut corners and only use the 
best materials available. We could 
make things cheaper, but we cannot 
make them better. Build it as if your 
life depended on it!

Design and make tools that are able 
to adapt to the environment, cope 
with extremes in both weather and 
temperature, and ideally provide the 
user with more than one function.

Design and create products to work 
in the real outdoor environment. This 
sounds simple, but in the world of 
hunting the ground is rarely flat and 
animals move quickly.

(MR G)
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HOW IT WORKS
Our patented Spartan Magnetic Attachment System is at the 
heart of many of our products. Light, strong and reliable, it means 
you will only ever need one bipod/tripod attachment system for 
all your rifles.



RIFLE ADAPTERS

2. MOUNT A SUPPORT SYSTEM

CLASSIC RIFLE 
ADAPTER

CLASSIC M-LOK
ADAPTER

CLASSIC UIT RAIL
ADAPTER

VALHALLA PICATINNY
ADAPTER

CLASSIC PICATINNY 
ADAPTER

CLASSIC KEY MOD
ADAPTER

CLASSIC GUNSMITH
ADAPTER

VALHALLA M-LOK
ADAPTER

We use strong Neodymium rare earth magnets so our products lock secure-
ly when located in the adapter and won’t let go until you’re ready to pack up 
and move on. Made from the f inest materials, the adapters are designed so 
you can either traverse and track targets or use in lock target mode.

Our adapters cover a broad range of rifle stocks and profiles, meaning you 
will not struggle to f ind a solution for your setup.

Most traditional hunting rifle that 
use a standard removable rifle 
sling swivel Stud.

For direct attachment to genuine 
M-Lok accessory rails.

For direct attachment to genuine 
UIT (Anschutz) accessory rails.

Enables our Valhalla Bipod to be 
attached rifles with M1913 Mil-Std 
Picatinny accessory rails.

For direct attachment to M1913 Mil-
Std Picatinny accessory rails.

For direct attachment to genuine 
Key Mod accessory rails.

Designed to be bonded into 
wooden and synthetic rifle stocks.

Enables our Valhalla Bipod to be 
attached rifles with M-Lok acces-
sory rails.
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JAVELIN   BIPODS
The Javelin range of bipods uses a unique, patented magnetic  
attachment system that enables the bipod to be carried  
separately in a holster, pocket or backpack and attached in  
seconds only when you need it to make the shot.

Not only does the system make rifles more comfortable to carry 
and avoid digging up the undergrowth, it means that when 
you’re not shooting prone there’s no bipod to spoil the balance 
of your rifle or get in the way of any other kind of rest, such as 
shooting sticks. 

®



JAVELIN   LITE

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Track targets with the pan function

Interchangeable f ixed-height Lite legs

Locking cant facility for uneven terrain

Secure sling attachment

Easy to swap to other rifles

Low profile adapter makes carrying 
a slung rifle comfortable

Rubber and tungsten carbide feet

Mini Standard Long

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters

Ground Clearance 13cm / 5.1” 18.5cm / 7.2” 22cm / 8.7”

Cant & Pan 30° Cant and 60° Pan

Weight 130g / 4.6oz 135g / 4.8oz 140g / 5oz

®
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JAVELIN   PRO HUNT

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Track targets with the pan function

Adjustable & interchangeable twist lock Pro Legs

Leg Lock-Out button to open and close legs

Locking cant facility for uneven terrain

Secure sling attachment

Easy to swap to other rifles

Low profile adapter makes carrying 
a slung rifle comfortable

+ Rubber and tungsten carbide feet

Standard Long

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters

Ground Clearance 18.5cm - 24.5cm / 7.2“ - 9.6“ 22cm - 31.5cm / 8.7“ - 12.4“

Cant & Pan 30° Cant and 60° Pan

Weight 176g / 6.3oz 183g / 6.4oz

®
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JAVELIN   PRO HUNT TAC

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Track targets with the pan function

Spring loaded interchangeable Tac Legs

Leg Lock-Out button to open and close legs

Locking cant facility for uneven terrain

Rubber and tungsten carbide feet

Secure sling attachment

Easy to swap to other rifles

Low profile adapter makes carrying 
a slung rifle comfortable

Standard Long

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters

Ground Clearance 17.9cm - 23.2cm / 7“ - 9“ 22.8cm - 31cm / 8.9“ - 12.2“

Cant & Pan 30° Cant and 60° Pan

Weight 215g / 7.6oz 236g / 8.3oz

®
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“Spartan makes the best 
hunting bipods I’ve 
ever used. The design is 
simple and elegant and 
tough as hell. You don’t 
know it’s there until 
you need it. And when 
you need it, you’re glad 
you have Spartan.
STEVEN RINELLA
MeatEater
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“Say goodbye to those days of a bipod 
digging into your shoulder on a long 
hard hunt! Say goodbye to the weight 
as the Tac has virtually none! Yet it’s 
amazingly solid. My favorite part is that 
Spartan had adapters for any situation 
and with a quick switch you can go from 
bipod to tripod. So convenient.

WILLIAM G
CUSTOMER 10



VALHALLA   BIPOD
Made from CNC machined 7075 aluminium and top quality carbon 
f ibre, the Valhalla bipod has been designed and developed with 
input from hunters and the military, including personnel associ-
ated with Norwegian Special Forces. 

Weighing just 373 grams (13oz), the Valhalla is available in a grey 
hard anodised f inish and provides an incredibly stable platform 
for long-range tactical rifles in just about any environment. 
Suitable for Picatinny or M-Lok rails, the Valhalla can either be 
f itted in seconds or hang permanently under the rifle.

®



VALHALLA    BIPOD
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Interchangeable spring loaded Tac Legs

Five leg pitch settings from fully forward to fully back

Locking cant facility for uneven terrain

Rubber and tungsten carbide feet

Compatible with M-lok & Picatinny rail

Easy to swap to other rifles

Mount the Valhalla directly onto the 
Sentinel or Davros.

Attachment Spartan Valhalla Adapters

Ground Clearance 12cm - 21.8cm / 4.7” - 8.6”

Cant 20° with limit screw installed

Weight 373g / 13oz 

®
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SENTINEL   TRIPOD
We developed the Sentinel System for hunters who need the 
most stable and versatile shooting system. Configurable as a 
monopod, bipod or tripod, the Sentinel system can not only be 
used with a broad range of rifles but can be adapted for spotting 
scopes, thermal imagers, nightvision spotters, anemometers and 
other devices.

Made from very high-grade aerospace aluminium, the head unit 
and swivel mechanism use our patented magnetic systemfor 
secure attachment. Multi-layered, high-grade carbon f ibre is 
used to make legs that are not only stronger and stiffer, but 60 
percent lighter than aluminium.

™



SENTINEL   TRIPOD
+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Smooth and stable 360-degree arc of f ire with a wide range of 
elevation and depression and cant adjustment

Detachable legs for use as trekking poles that can be f itted with 
trekking pole handles and snow baskets

Aluminium hook to receive weights and further increase stability 
for long-range shots

Durable tungsten carbide tips 
with tethered synthetic boots

Configurable as a monopod, 
bipod or tripod

Mini Mountain Woodland

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters & Optics Adapters

Ground Clearance 19cm - 24cm
7.5” - 9.5”

63.5cm - 120cm
25” - 47”

84cm - 170cm
32” - 67”

Cant & Pan 60° Cant and 360° Pan

Weight 310g / 11oz 1350g / 47.6oz 1550g / 54.6oz

™
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“The Sentinel is legit for 
multiple applications in 
Alaska. One of my favorite 
tools to use for backcoun-
try hunting in the Last 
Frontier.  The tripod breaks 
down into trekking poles, 
tent poles for single wall 
tents, a spotting scope 
platform with the optics 
adapter, and of course a 
rock solid shooting rest. “

AUSTIN MANELICK
MISSION ALASKA
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“

ULF LINDROTH
MYOUTDOORTV

The Sentinel has stood up to winter pred-
ator control in Swedish Lapland, where I 
have high demands on functionality/flex-
ibility and where the climate really tests 
build quality and materials. It has handled 
everything without any mishaps, which I 
have yet to say for any other bipod of sit-
ting height.
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ASCENT   TRIPOD
Made from 7075 aerospace aluminium and multi-layered carbon 
f ibre, the Ascent Tripod is the ultimate rifle and optics support 
system for the backcountry hunter.

Using our patented magnetic attachment system, it works with 
rifles, spotting scopes, anemometers and other devices, mount-
ing them securely and providing a smooth and stable 360 degree 
f ield of operation with a wide range of elevation, depression and 
cant adjustment. Lockable, adjustable legs that have four pitch 
positions, and a central column for f ine height adjustment means 
the Ascent can be used in any position from prone to standing.

™



ASCENT   TRIPOD

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Smooth and stable 360-degree arc of f ire with a wide range 
of elevation and depression and cant adjustment

Detachable legs for use as trekking poles that can be f itted 
with trekking pole handles and snow baskets

Four pitch positions means the Ascent can be used in any 
position from prone to standing.

Central column for f ine height adjustments

Hook to receive weights and 
further increase stability 
for long-range shots

Durable tungsten carbide tips with 
tethered synthetic boots

Compatible with any third party 
pan head that has a 3/8” thread

Configurable as a 
bipod or tripod

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters & Optics Adapters

Ground Clearance 26cm - 157cm / 10.2” - 61.8”

Cant & Pan 60° Cant and 360° Pan

Weight 1500g / 52.9oz

™
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“

JOSEPH VON BENEDIKT
SHOOTING TIMES

I’ve used Spartan’s new Ascent Tripod from the 
arid Southwest to the frigid interior of Alaska, 
and it’s hands down the best of it’s type. Built 
by passionate backcountry hunters to do-or-die 
mountaineering gear standards, it’s light, ultra 
strong, and incredibly versatile. I’ve hung 180 
pounds of caribou meat on mine and wrapped it 
in a tarp to protect the meat through gale-force 
winds and slashing rain in the Arctic. I’ve navi-
gated treacherous timberline ridges where a fall 
can mean death, using the legs as trekking poles. 
I’ve cleanly made long, diff icult shots in steep ter-
rain by pairing the tripod legs with my Spartan Pro 
Hunt bipod. I’ve spent long hours glassing through 
my Swarovski ATS65 mounted atop the Ascent 
Tripod, and I’ve taken images that made two-page 
magazine spreads with my Leica mounted on it. 
These days, when I’m asked what gear I won’t 
leave home without, the Ascent Tripod is near the 
top of that list. 
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DAVROS
Many hunters have already invested in tripods and shooting 
rests. The Davros head retro-f its to such systems so they can 
exploit the Spartan Magnetic Attachment System, enabling you 
to swap quickly and securely between different rifles, optics 
and other devices with standard 1/4” or 3/8” UNC threads. 

™



DAVROS

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Smooth and stable 360-degree arc of f ire with a wide range 
of elevation, depression and cant adjustment.

Improved tension ring to give more control of the 
friction adjustable ball joint

Compatible with tripods and shooting sticks with 
1/4” or 3/8” UNC thread

Swap quickly and securely between different rifles, optics and 
other devices with standard 1/4” or 3/8” UNC threads

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters & Optics Adapters

Cant & Pan 60° Cant and 360° Pan

Weight 134g/ 4.7oz

™
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DAVROS   PRO
Building on the success of the original Davros head and cus-
tomer feedback, the Davros Pro is made from aerospace 
grade aluminium. It retro-f its to any tripod or shooting stick 
system with a 1/4” or 3/8” UNC thread. The patented Spartan 
magnetic attachment system enables hunters to exploit a 
stable platform to glass for long periods, using enhanced 
pan control, before swapping to their rifle in an instant.

™



DAVROS    PRO

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Smooth and stable 360-degree arc of f ire

Increased range of elevation, depression and cant adjustment 
to ensure a stable base for even the toughest shots at extreme 
mountain angles.

Compatible with tripods and shooting sticks with 
1/4” or 3/8” UNC thread

Enhanced control with two tension control levers

Swap quickly and securely between different rifles, optics and 
other devices with standard 1/4” or 3/8” UNC threads

Attachment Spartan Classic Adapters & Optics Adapters

Cant & Pan 100° Cant and 360° Pan

Weight 220g / 7.7oz

™
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“Very well designed functional 
equipment. This tool helps all 
of us that have made an invest-
ment already but would like to 
have the functionality of the 
Spartan systems.
JOSH R
CUSTOMER
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“If you use shooting sticks, 
then the Davros head coupled 
with any of the rifle adapters 
that are offered by Spartan 
Precision Equipment trans-
form the shooting sticks into 
a stable, precise shooting 
platform. The Davros head is 
precision made and a valua-
ble asset to any hunters kit.
DOUGLAS W
CUSTOMER
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MOUNTS & CLAMPS
The Davros® heads can also be used with a range of different 
clamps and mounts to cover different environments.



SUCKER MOUNT

MR G CLAMP

The Sucker Cup attaches to any 
smooth surface, including glass, 
and provides a stable platform for 
optics such as spotting scopes 
and binoculars, especially when 
used in conjunction with the 
multi-adjustable alloy extension 
arm. Attaching a Davros head 
via the 3/8” thread means the 
Sucker Cup also be used 
with a rifle.

Designed to work in conjunction 
with the Spartan Davros, The Mr 
G Clamp is a true game-changer 
supporting your rifle and optics 
in almost any situation. The Mr G 
Clamp can be used in High seats, 
Tree Stands, Hides, on cars and or 
buggies. You won’t leave without 
your Mr G Clamp. A go-anywhere 
support tool for your rifle and 
optics that will clamp to just about 
anything.

+ Weight - 270g / 9.6oz 

+ Weight - 615g / 21.6oz
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LEG OPTIONS
Customise your Spartan support system to suit your hunting 
requirements.



PRO LEGS

TAC LEGS

LITE LEGS

Sometimes you just need a little extra 
height to get above the long grass and 
make that shot. Pro Legs are compati-
ble with the Javelin bipods, Ascent & 
Sentinel Tripods so you can take seated 
and kneeling shots more effectively.

Featuring our threaded leg system, Tac 
legs f it our Javelin Lite and Javelin Pro 
Hunt bipods, as well as the Sentinel & 
Ascent tripods. At the press of a button 
you can adjust the length to set up your 
shot in any scenario.

These lightweight legs are compatible 
with the Javelin Lite and Javelin Pro 
Hunt bipods, as well as the Sentinel & 
Ascent tripods. Tungsten carbide feet 
with removable rubber boots help 
provide a stable platform in different 
hunting environments.

+ Available in standard, long, 
30-52cm & 40-80cm lengths

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Available in standard 
& long lengths

Available in standard 
& long lengths

Spring loaded to assist with 
height adjustments

Twist lock height adjustment

Fixed height, non adjustable
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ACCESSORIES
Get the most out of your Spartan support system with our 
range of accessories.



LIGHT DUTY OPTICS
ADAPTER

HEAVY DUTY OPTICS
ADAPTER

TREKKING POLE
HANDLE

Enables you to use your Davros 
head or Sentinel tripod with 
lightweight cameras, spotting 
scopes, binoculars or anything 
else with a ¼” thread. 

Turns your Sentinel, Ascent or 
Davros head into a super-sta-
ble optics & camera platform in 
seconds. The magnetic attach-
ment system gives instant 
f itting and has an adjustable 
lever system for extra security. 

Our trekking pole handles 
attach quickly and easily and 
are made from durable mate-
rials. They are ergonomically 
designed for a comfortable 
grip with the added security of 
adjustable padded wrist straps.

+ Fits devices with a ¼ inch 
female thread

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Fits devices with a ¼ inch 
female thread

Adjustable tension screw

Comes with a removable 
control arm 

Compatible with the 
Sentinel and Ascent legs

+ Weight - 5g / 0.2oz

+ 

+ 

Weight - 20g / 0.7oz

Weight - 60g / 2oz
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DAVROS PAN HEAD
CONVERTER

QUICK SHOT
ADAPTER

REDKETTLE LITE
BIPOD HOLSTER

The Panhead Converter will adapt 
any ball head or pan head to work 
with the standard Davros head for 
unparalleled optics stability.

The Quick Shot Rest attaches 
to the Sentinel tripod or Davros 
head. Functions like a traditional 
gun rest allowing you to take aim 
from any position. The design 
and tactile rubber f inish holds 
your rifle securely and without 
damage.

It keeps your Javelin bipod on 
your belt, within reach, ready for 
action. The bipod sits securely 
in the webbing loop, and we’ve 
added an elastic bungee to keep 
it from bouncing around.

+ 

+ 

+ 

Weight - 80g / 2.8oz

Weight - 35g / 1.2oz

Weight - 15g / 0.6oz
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REPLACEMENT
TIPS

RUBBER BOOTS

ADAPTER DIRT
PLUG

Replacement tungsten carbide 
tips. Compatible with all of our 
bipods and tripods.

Replacement rubber boots. 
Compatible with all of our 
bipods and tripods.

Keep dirt and mud out of your 
adapter when not using your 
bipod or tripod.

+ 

+ 

+ 

Sold in packs of three

Sold in packs of three

Compatible with Spartan 
12mm adapters

+ 

+ 

+ 

Weight - 5g / 0.2oz

Weight - 5g / 0.2oz

Weight - 5g / 0.2oz
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BRANDED  
MERCHANDISE
Hunt in style with our range of Spartan branded merchandise.



SPARTAN TRUCKER
CAP

SPARTAN SNOOD

PACKOUT
T-SHIRT

Classic 6-panel trucker 
cap with embroidered 
Spartan Mask.

Multifunctional snood 
designed for all-year-
round use.

This is a tri-blend, short sleeve 
t-shirt that is extremely soft 
and comfortable. The t-shirt 
features a Lyle Hebel original 
graphic centred on the back. 

+ 

+ 

New design for 2021

Warm grey colour

+ 

+ 

+ 

Moss/Khaki colour

Snapback adjustment

95% Polyester & 
5% Spandex
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DRY BAG

WOVEN PATCH

Versatile and durable dry 
bags to keep your kit dry.

Customise your gear with our 
black woven patch.

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

Lightweight 70D nylon 
with fully taped seams

Hook backing for a 
simple hook and loop 
attachment

10,000mm waterhead, 
lightweight durable 
nylon

White interior for 
greater interior 
visibility

Hypalon roll top 
closure D-ring attach-
ment point at buckle
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spartanprecision sales@javelinbipod.com javelinbipod.com
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